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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 

Unity Day 2017 in GCPS 

 Unity Day was celebrated across the school district and the nation on October 25th. The 

day was designed to raise awareness about bullying, in all its forms, and to unite for kindness, 

acceptance, and inclusion. Students and staff opted to wear orange to show their support for all 

students. According to the National Bullying Prevention Center’s website, “When hundreds of 

individuals in a school or organization wear orange, the vibrant statement becomes a 

conversation starter, sending the unified message to kids to know that they are not alone.” 

 
Caption for LocustHeart.jpg: 
At Locust School, students learned a wonderful poem: Before you speak, think and be smart; it’s 

hard to fix a wrinkled heart. 

 

 



 
Caption for 10-30-17IMG_7831HOMartinez.jpg: 

At Homestead, social worker Mrs. Martinez taught students about what it means to be kind to 

each other on Unity Day. 

 

  
Caption for 10-25-17IMG_4965HEGroup.JPG: 

At Hemlock, students read the book “Stick and Stone” with Tracy Martinez, the social worker. 

“Each class made a poster: ‘I always stick by my friends because being a good friend 

rocks,’” explained Principal Audrey Bellovin. “The students also made ‘Friendship Rocks!’ 

paper crowns for their heads to wear on Unity Day.” 

 



 
Caption for 10-25-17IMG_5530STEUnityDay.jpg: 

At Stewart School, students formed a giant “KIND” on Unity Day. 

 

 
Caption for 10-25-17IMG_4605SAKind.jpg: 

At Stratford Avenue, students also sent a giant orange message to choose kindness. 

 



 
Caption for 10-25-17IMG_4356MSUnityDayPhoto.jpg: 

It was a sea of orange at Garden City Middle School on Unity Day. 

 
Caption for 10-25-17IMG_4343HSSuicidePrevention.jpg: 

At Garden City High School, junior and senior volunteers completed a 3-hour Suicide Prevention 

Workshop on Unity Day. 

 



 
Caption for 10-25-17IMG_4350HSJessicaLahey.jpg: 

Also on Unity Day at the high school, juniors and seniors heard Jessica Lahey, author of “The 

Gift of Failure,” speak about self-advocacy in the face of adversity. Thanks to support by the GC 

PTA, Ms. Lahey also presented to the district administrators, staff, and parents.  

 

 

   

 


